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44MM TOURBILLON

Technical

Specifications

HW03 manufactured movement

inside
mechanisms

- HYSEK calibre HW03
- Hand-wound movement
- Flying Tourbillon 1rd/minute
- Titanium balance
- Shot-blasting bridges
- Escapement manufactured by HYSEK
- 338 components
- 28 jewels
- Hour and minute
- Semi-instantaneous grande date
- Mass sector in 22K rhodium-plated Gold
- Power reserve indication
- Autonomy: 75 hours ± 3h
- Frequency: 28’800 Vph

A PEEK

First movement imagined and manufactured by HYSEK, the
Abyss Tourbillon is a visual and technical marvel, a piece of
character with a robust and asserted look. It very sophisticated conception requires a high-end technical know-how
and reflects the passion of watchmakers whishing to bring to
their secular art an asserted modernity.
Not hiding anything of its great complexity, the HYSEK
calibres HW03 and HW03A show an incredible flying
tourbillon, whose carriage has been worked in three
dimensions and reveals a wonderful titanium balance.
The semi-instantaneous grande date at 3 o’clock exploits
for its discs some advanced aluminium alloys limiting in this
way the inertia during the rotation.
Intensively unique, this calibre proposes also a power
reserve indicator and uses no classical finishing’s code,
like on the winding weight specifically trimmed so as to
become a subliminal and personal signature.

Case
- Titanium case
- Size: Ø44mm x L63mm x H18mm
- Horns in black Titanium
- Screwed crown
- Bezel in tinted sapphire
- Sapphire glass with anti-reflection
- Water Resistance: 30 meters
- Sapphire dial
- Articulated strap in rubber
- H inserts in Titanium
- Alligator bracelet on request
- Double security fold-over buckle
- Limited edition: 30 pieces

HW03A manufactured movement
- HYSEK calibre HW03A
- Automatic Mechanical
- Flying Tourbillon 1rd/minute
- Titanium balance
- Shot-blasting bridges
- Escapement manufactured by HYSEK
- 467 components
- 31 jewels
- Hour and minute
- Semi-instantaneous grande date
- Mass sector in 22K rhodium-plated Gold
- Power reserve indication
- Autonomy: 68 hours ± 3h
- Frequency: 28’800 Vph

Respectfully discreet against the complexity of the mechanism,
the sapphire dial of the manual-winding version disappears on
the automatic version.
And as all exceptional objects require rare involvement, this
outstanding instrument dives into the heart of the matter to
extract the substance by playing the interest that can make
mixtures of metals for complex coverings. Offered in limited
editions of 30 pieces, the Abyss Tourbillon Automatic is
proposed in 18k rose gold, while the manual-winding calibre
is housed in a titanium case. Both versions are adorned
with black titanium horns, prolonged by an articulated
rubber strap with H insert. A double security fold-over
buckle strengthens the contemporary and virile side of the
timepiece.

Case
- 18K Rose Gold and Titanium case
- Size: Ø44mm x L63mm x H18mm
- Horns in black Titanium
- Screwed crown
- Bezel in tinted sapphire
- Sapphire glass with anti-reflection
- Water Resistance: 30 meters
- Galvanic skeleton dial
- Articulated strap in rubber
- H inserts in Gold
- Alligator bracelet on request
- Double security fold-over buckle
- Limited edition: 30 pieces

Transparent but not skeleton, liberated from the classical
constraints but not indecent, the Abyss Tourbillon offers a
new perception of time.
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